TRATAMIENTOS TACHA

FACIAL
TREAT
MENTS

REMODELAGE FACIAL

SESSION 120€ :: 10 SESSION BONUS 1000€
:: 45MIN
Our manual remodelling technique is designed to
reshape your face (including the eyelids) and
neck, also, returns to balanced proportions. The
face is visibly relieved, fragile skin regains its
vitality and its ability to defend against
environmental toxins.

TACHA HYDRAMEMORY

SESSION 160€ :: 1H
The antioxidant and moisturizing technique your
face is instantly brightens, smoothes, and tightens.
Fine lines and wrinkles are reduced, pores are
deep cleaned. Face appears lifted and ﬁrm.

TACHA DETOX

SESSION 160€ :: 30MIN
Is a Face treatment that can felp detoxify your
skin´s surface made to remove SPF, pollution and
toxins.

TACHA SKIN GLOW

SESSION 165€ :: 1H
The treatment stars by restoring even skin tone
and a radiant complexion -a great way to get an
instant and gradual lightening eﬀect and
minimizes the eﬀects of stress and environmental
pollution.

TACHA RESCUE ME

SESSION 225€ :: 1H15MIN
The ultimate facial solution combining a proven
technologies to help achieve a clearer complexion,
brighter and even skin tone and a more youthful
appearance.

TACHA AROMASOUL FACIAL

SESSION 200€ :: 1H10MIN
Having a facial treatment is usually a relaxing
experience, which can be enhanced with the use
of an essential oil with relaxing or stress-relieving
properties, also, lose yourself in a journey
around the world with ours blends oil.

TACHA SUBLIME SKIN

SESSION 225€ :: 1H15MIN
A treatment which resurfaces, redensiﬁes and
lifts. Combined with exclusive active lift massage,
it stimulates cellular renewal, bestows fullness
and redeﬁnes the volume of the face, with the
latest innovations in aesthetic equipment.

TACHA SUBLIME SKIN EXPRESS

SESSION 100€ :: 30MIN
Need a facial but short on time? This quick, yet
highly personalized treatment will cleanse, and
revitalize your skin in just 30 minutes. Have your
pores deep cleansed and enjoy a skin
rejuvenating facial massage. Your choice! Either
way, you’ll experience a treatment that leaves
your skin feeling clean, smooth and revitalized.

TACHA MICROBLANDING :: 899€
EYEBROW DESIGN WITH HENNA :: 190€

REMODELAGE

TACHA LINFODREM

SESSION 150€ :: 10 SESSION BONUS 1300€ ::
50MIN
The Remodelage Martine de Richeville® acts
eﬃciently on older fat deposits and cellulites. It is
a manual treatment elaborated to reshape the
body and to eliminate its toxins.

SESSION 250€ :: 1H45MIN
Detox your body, improve lymphatic drainage,
boost circulation and tackle cellulite using our
Presotherapy treatment combinated with
especial massage.

TACHA REMODELAGE BODY &FACE

SESSION 250€ :: 1H30MIN
Is an innovative healing technique using warm
Himalayan salt stones to ground and balance the
body's electromagnetic ﬁeld, central nervous
system and meridians. Salt crystals from an
ancient primal sea beneath the Himalayan
Mountains are hand-carved into massage stones
that gently soothe away an accumulation of
stress, tension and pollutants, while bringing the
mind, body and spirit, into balance.

SESSION 250€ :: 1H45MIN
Combinates two incredibles massages, After your
ﬁrst session, you will already feel better and
lighter.

TACHA CUPPING

SESSION 200€ :: 1H10MIN
Exclusive Tacha Cupping Therapy is a non- invasive
painless technique that has been created for
inrove your health. It detoxiﬁes your body, thus
healing the body and restoring the balance.

TACHA BLESS MASSAGEM

SESSION 175€ :: 1H
Natalia de la Vega´s exclusive massage for BLESS,
it is a nutritious and especially refreshing, relaxing
and draining massage.

TACHA BODY ACTIVE

SESSION 220€ 5 SESSION BONUS 1000€
:: 1H30MIN
Is a gently massage away dry, ﬂaky skin leaving you
feeling smooth and refreshed.

TACHA SALT MASSAGE

TACHA TRANQUILITY JET LAG

SESSION 150€ :: 1H
This is a must-have treatment for weary travelers.
Bring your Mind, Body & Soul back into focus
with a powerful and vigorous treatment of
pre-blended Aromatherapy Oils.

TACHA UNA TALLA MENOS

SESSION 300€ :: 5 SESSION BONUS 1250€ ::
2H30MIN
Intensive treatment created to reduce body fat
with massage and aesthetic equipment.
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